DO NOT BLOCK VENTILATION AREAS.

10. BUSBAR TERMINALS FURNISHED WITH NEMA 2-HOLE LANDINGS, 1.75" SPACING, 1/2-13 UNC THREAD. SEE SHEET 2 FOR DETAILS.

11. DESIGNED FOR CABLE SIZES UP TO: INPUT, OUTPUT: 2X 500 MCM, OR 3X #4/0 AWG DC BATTERY: 3X 950 MCM

12. OPERATING TEMPERATURE: 0 TO 40°C.
NOTES:

1. INSTALLATION SHALL COMPLY WITH ALL APPLICABLE NATIONAL, STATE, AND LOCAL CODES.
2. ANCHORING AND CONDUIT DIMENSIONS ARE GIVEN FOR REFERENCE ONLY. REFER TO PRODUCT DOCUMENTATION FOR ADDITIONAL DETAILS PRIOR TO SITE PREPARATION OR INSTALLATION.
3. WHEN BYPASS CABINET IS LOCATED NEXT TO UPS, CUSTOM CABLE OPTION MAY BE CHOSEN. KIT IS SUPPLIED WITH SIDE PANELS FITTED WITH PASS-THRU HOLES AND CHASE NIPPLE. (SEE SECTION A-A)